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Abstract

The problem of countably quasibarrelledness of weighted spaces of continuous functions, of

which there are no results in the general setting of weighted spaces, is takcled in this paper.

This leads to the study of quasibarrelledness of weighted spaces which, unlike that of Ernst

and Schnettler[4], though with a similar approach, we drop the assumption that the weighted

space has a fundamental sequence of bounded sets. The study of countably quasibarrelledness

of weighted spaces naturally leads to definite results on the weighted (DF)-spaces for those

weighted spaces with a fundamental sequence of bounded sets.
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1. Introduction and notations

The countably barrelledness,countably quasibarrelledness, barrelledness, quasibarrelleness

of the space C(X) of continuous functions on a completely regular Hausdorff space X equipped

with the compact open topology(c-op), including when it is a (DF)-space and (gDF)-space, is

well known (e.g.see [8] and [14]). In the more general setting of weighted spaces, Ernst and

Schnettler[4] studied the (gDF) and the quasibarrelledness of weighted spaces by constructing a

Nachbin family on X which is based on the assumption that the weighted space has a fundamental

sequence of bounded sets. A weighted space need not have a fundamental system of bounded

sets. There are classical examples of such spaces. For example, let X be a non compact locally

compact and a-compact space, and C(X) be the space of all continuous real-valued functions on

X equipped with the compact-open topology. C(X) is a weighted space[15], metrizable and not

normable[2,10.1.25] and hence it does not have a fundamental sequence of bounded sets[7]. See

also [12,p9] for another example. Following the same approach, the countably barrelledness and

barrelledness of weighted spaces was studied in [12] without assuming that the weighted space

has a fundamental sequence of bounded sets. This paper is a follow up of that paper although we

have made it independent of it. We are able to characterise countably quasibarrelled (#3) and

quasibarrelled (#4) weighted spaces by a constructed Nachbin family on X without assuming

that the spaces have a fundamental sequence of bounded sets. This approach makes the study

of (DF)-weighted spaces easy as can be seen in (#5). In (#6) we are able to show that every

countably quasibarrelled weighted space satisfies the countable neighbourhood property(c.n.p.).

As an application, we are able to recover the known results for the countably quasibarrelledness

and quasibarrelledness of C(X) equipped with compact open topology [Corollary 3.5] and at the

same time get new results for the space of bounded continuous functions on X equipped with

the strict topology(e.g.see[Cor.3.8:4.3]). Also Theorem 1.8 of [1] on the (DF)-weighted inductive

limits was recovered as a corollary to Proposition 4.4.

We adopt the notations and definitions of weighted spaces(e.g.see[l],[4],[13]).

X shall denote, unless otherwise indicated, a completely regular Hausdorff space and E, a normed

linear space. F(X,E) is the vector space of all mappings from X to E, C(X,E) is the vector

subspace of all continuous mappings from X to E. B(X,E) is the vector subspace of all mappings

from X into E such that f(X) is a bounded subset of E, and B0(X,E) is the vector subspace of

B(X,E) consisting of those bounded mappings f from X into E that vanish at infinity,i.e.,those

/ € B(X,E) such that, for any e > 0, there is a compact subset K C X such that ||/(x)|| < e

for every x € X outside of K. The vector subspace C(X, E) Pi B(X, E) is denoted by Cb{X, E),

and C{X,E) D B0{X,E) is denoted by C0{X,E). CC(X,E) will denote the subset of C(X,E)

consisting of those functions that are identically zero in E outside of some compact subset of X.

If each function is complex valued, we write the corresponding spaces omitting E.

A non-negative real valued upper semicontinuous function(u.sc) on X will be called a weight.



If U and V are two sets of weights on X we write U < V whenever,given u 6 U,there is u v G V

such that u < v(pointwise on X). We write U ~ V if and only if U < V and V < U. A set of

weights V on X is said to be directed upwards if for v\ ,i>2 in V and every A > 0, there is v G V

such that Xvi < v, i=l,2. If a set of weights V on X is directed upwards and V > 0 i.e.,if given

any x € X,there is u G V with u(x) > 0,then V will be referred to as a Nachbin family on X.

Let V be a Nachbin family on X such that for every x G X, there is an / G FV(X, E) such that

||/(a:)|| 7̂  0, then we define the following weighted spaces.

FV(X,E)= {/ G F(X,E) : {vf){X) is bounded in E for all v G V}

F V 0 ( I , £ ) = {/ G F(X,E) : vf vanishes at infinity for all v G V}

We shall consider FV(X, E) endowed with the locally convex topology wv defined by the family

of seminorms

' pv(f) = sup v{z)\\f(x)\\: v(=V

with a basis of neighbourhoods of the origin of the form

Vv = { f £ F V ( X , E ) : P v ( f ) < h v e V )

Clearly FVO(X, E) is a closed subspace of FV(X,E).

Examples of those spaces are found in [14].

Furthermore, we shall denote CV(X, E) and CVO(X, E) respectively as

FV{X, E) n C(X, E) and FV0(X, E) n C(X, E) each equipped with the topology induced by wv.

We recall that a subset M c FV(X, E) is full if

M = {/ G FV(X,E) : | |/ | | < /i} where^x) = sup ||/(ar)|| V i £ l

In the sequel, we put a + 00 = 00 /o rn G i?+ U 00, i = 0, g = 00.

2. Preliminary lemmas

The following definitions will be recalled for reference. For the definitions of other termi-

nologies mentioned below, see[5].

DEFINITION 1. A subset of a locally convex space is called a barrel if it is absolutely convex,

absorbent and closed.

DEFINITION 2. A locally convex space E is called bornivorous if B absorbs all bounded subsets

of E.

DEFINITION 3. A locally convex space is called barrelled(quasibarreHed) if every barrel (bornivorous

barrel) is a neighbourhood of zero.



The following Lemma which was proved by Bonet[l,Lemma 1.2] for CV(X,E) is also true

for FV(X,E).

LEMMA 2.1. Let V a Nachbin family on X for the weighted space FV(X, E) such that v,w £V,

then. Vv < Vw if and only if w(x) < v(x) for every x G X.

Following the argument of the proof of [15,Theorem 3.1],if X is a locally compact space or

V < BO(X), then Lemma 2.1 holds for FV0(X, E) and thus we have the following result.

LEMMA 2.2. Let V be a Nachbin family on X for the weighted space FV0(X,E) such that

V < B0(X) or X is locally compact. Ifv,w G V, then Vv < Vw if and only if w(x) < v(x) for

every x G X.

The following Lemma which was proved for CV(X) in [4,Lemma 1.3] is also true for FV(X, E),

and of course true for any of the weighted spaces FV0(X, E) and CV0(X, E).

LEMMA 2.3. Let {Mi, i G N} be a sequence of full subsets of the space FV(X,E) and

mix) = sup ||/(a:)||. Then M = f|M2 is a full subset of FV(X,E) and M = {/ G FV(X,E) :

The following lemmas are very important for our work.

LEMMA 2.4. Let V be a Nachbin family on X and s an arbitrary function from X to [0, oo] such

that \ G BO{X) and the set M = {/ € FV{X,E) : \\f\\ < s} is absorbent in FV{X,E). Then

M is bornivorous. Suppose inf | | /(x)| | is u.sc. on X, then there is a smallest weight vs greater

than j and M = VVs.

Proof. In view of [4,Lemma 1.5] it is sufficient to show that M is bornivorous. This is immediate

since /.-j is bounded on X.

Similarly in view of Lemma 2.2, we have the following

LEMMA 2.5. Let V be a Nachbin family on X such that X is locally compact or V < B0{X). If

s an arbitrary function from X to [0, oo] such that j G BO(X) and the set M = {/ G FVO(X, E) :

11/11 < s} is absorbent in FV0(X,E). M is bornivorous. Suppose inf | | /(x) | | is u.sc. on X, then

there is a smallest weight v$ greater than - and M =• VVs.



3. Countably quasibarrelledness of weighted spaces

DEFINITION 4. Let V be a Nachbin family on X, we define a new Nachbin family V* on X

by adjoining the smallest weights (including all their multiples) greater than the suprema of

all countable weights in V(with the condition that the suprema of all such weights vanish at

infinity) to V.

LEMMA 3.1. Let V be a Nachbin family on X and {vn)n be the set of all sequences (vn) in V

such that supvn G B0(X) for each (vn) G V. Let vs(n) be the smallest weight greater than supun

n n

for each (vn) G V. Then V* is the system of all positive multiples of i>s(n) as (vn) runs through

all sequences in V.

REMARK 1. Suppose U is a bornivorous barrel in FV(X,E) such that U = f){Un,n G N}

where each Un is a closed absolutely neighbourhood of zero in FV(X.E). Then for each Un, there

is a vn in V such that VVn G Un and thus f]VVn C f]Un. VVn = {/ G FV{X,E) : \\f(x)\\ <

•^j V x G X}. Clearly {){VVn,vn € V} is absorbent. By Lemma 2.3 f) VVn = {/ G FV(X, E) :

\\f(x)\\ < inf—T-^). If we set inf — = s(n) and assume the conditions in Lemma 2.4 are all
\IJ \ 'II — n Vn(X) > n Vn \ /

satisfied,then there is a smallest weight v$(n) greater than -^y and f\ VVn = Vv,y Furthermore,

if V ~ V*, vs{n) G V* thus VVs and thus U is a neighbouhood of zero in FV{X,E) = FV*(X,E)

and thus FV(X,E) is countably quasibarrelled. Conversely, assume FV(X,E) is countably qua-

sibarrelled. We want to show that V ~ V* under the same conditions in the Remark above.

First, it is clear that V < V* from the construction of V*. Also, since FV(X) is assumed

to be countably barrelled, then U — f] Un is a Wv neighbourhood of zero. Hence there is a

v G V such that Vv C f]{Un,n G N}. But since Vv.. = f] VVn C f)Un and vs^ is the smallest

weight greater than jr^r and in view of the fact that U is arbitrary, we can choose v such that

Vv C VVe{n) and thus by Lemma 2.4 vs{n) < v. Hence, V* < V. Therefore V ~ V*. Thus we

have the following Theorem.

THEOREM 3.2. Let V be a Nachbin family on X such that supwn G BO(X) for each (vn) G V
n

and for every subset M in FV(X,E), inf ||/(a;)|| is u.sc. on X, then FV(X,E) is countably
feM

quasibarrelled if and only ifV~V*.

Similarly in view of Lemma 2.5, we have the following result.

THEOREM 3.3. Let V be a Nachbin family on X such that swpvn G B0{X) for each (vn) G V.
n

Assume E is a normed linear space and either V < BO(X) or X is locally compact. If for every
subset M in FV0(X,E), inf | | /(x)| | is u.sc. on X, then FV0(X,E) is countably quasibarrelled

feM
if and only ifV~V*.



Consequently, the following results respectively follow from Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let V be a Nachbin family on X such that supwn G B0{X) for each
n

(vn) G V, then CV(X,E) is countably quasibarrelled if and only ifV~ V*.

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let V be a Nachbin family on X such that supun G BO(X) for each
n

(vn) € V. Assume either V < BO(X) or X is locally compact, then CV0{X,E) is countably

quasibarrelled if and only i/ V ~ V*.

The following definition will be needed at this point.

DEFINITION 5. A subset B of a topological space X is said to be F(X)-quasicompact if every

function f in F(X.E) bounded on B is in B0(X, E).

Clearly, every F(X)-quasicompact set is F(X)-pseudocompact and the converse need not be true.

REMARK 2. It should be observed from the construction of V* that V < V* is always valid.

Suppose that

V = Xc{X) = {XXK; A > 0 and K C X,K compact}

where XK is the characteristic function of K. It is well known that CV0(X, E) = (C(X, E),c—op).

We want to show when V* < V. This is true when every sup vn which vanishes at infinity on
Vn&V

X is in V, i.e. sup vn is both u.sc. and also has a compact support. Let vn G V and assume the
vnev

compact support of vn is Kn for each n. Then sup vn is bounded, and by assumption vanishes
Vn£V

at infinity, on \JKn. Thus, in view of Proposition 3.5, we have the following result.

COROLLARY 3.6. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space. Then (C{X,E),c - op) is

countably quasibarrelled if and only if every F(X)-quasicompact subset of X which is a countable

union of compact subsets of X is compact.

The following example shows that an F(X)-pseudocompact set need not be an F(X)-quasicompact.

Let W be the space of ordinals less than the first uncountable ordinals,and let T be the Thy-

chonov plank. Then T = ( U (W x n)). T is F(X)-pseudocompact but not compact and hence
7 1 = 1

C(T) is not countably barrelled[5,pl42,Ex.4j. Also XT is bounded on T but is clearly not in

B0(T). Hence T is not F(X)-quasicompact.

However we are yet to construct an example of a countably quasibarrelled space which is not

countably barrelled using the above result.



REMARK 3. If X is a locally compact space and if E is a Banach space and Xc{X) < V•> it

is well known that CV0(X, E) is complete and since a complete countably quasibarrelled space

is countably barrelled, then in view of Proposition 3.5 we have conditions under which V" can

also characterize countably barrelled weighted spaces as shown in the next result.

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let V be a Nachbin family on a locally compact space X such that

supun € B0(X) for each (vn) £ V where E is a Banach space and Xc{X) < V, then the
n

following are equivalent :(i) CV0(X,E) is countably quasibarrelled;(ii) CV0(X,E) is countably

barrelled; (in) V ~ V*.

(C(X,E),c-op) is countably barrelled if and only if every F(X)-pseudocompact subset of X

which is a countable union of compact subsets of X is compact [12, Corollary 2.6]. Since (C(X,E),c-

op) is complete and a complete countably quasibarrelled space is countably barrelled, then as a

consequence of Proposition 3.7 we have the following result.

COROLLARY 3.8. Let X be a locally compact space and E a Banach space. Then the following

are equivalent: (i) (C(X,E),c-op) is countably quasibarrelled;(ii) ((C(X,E),c-op) is countably

barrelled; (Hi) every F(X)-pseudocompact subset of X which is a countable union of compact

subsets of X is compact; (iv) every F(X)-quasicompact subset of X which is a countable union

of compact subsets of X is compact; (v) V ~ V*.

Consequently Corollary 3.8 gives a condition as to when an F(X)-pseudocompact set in X is

F(X)-quasicompact.

COROLLARY 3.9. Let X be a locally compact space and E a Banach space. If (C(X,E),c-op)

is countably quasibarrelled then every F(X)- pseudocompact is F (X) -quasicompact.

REMARK 4. We now want to consider the countably quasibarrelledness of Cb(X,E) equipped

with the strict topology(/3). Since V ~ B0(X) is the defining Nachbin family on X for j5, in

view of Proposition 3.5, we want to show when V* < V. It is sufficient to show when sup vn is
Vn€V

u.sc. This is the case when the countable union of closed sets in X is closed. Thus we have the

following result.

COROLLARY 3.10. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space. Then (Cb(X,E),f3) is

countably quasibarrelled if and only if every countable union of closed sets in X is closed.

If E is complete and X is a locally compact space, it is well kaown that (Cb(X, E),p) is

complete. The fact that (Cb(X,E),/3) is countably barrelled if and only if every countable union



of compact sets in X is relatively compact[12,Cor.2.8] coupled with the fact that a complete

countably quasibarrelled space is countably barrelled gives the following result as a consequence

of Corollary 3.10.

COROLLARY 3.11. Let X be a locally compact space and E a Banach space. Then the follow-

ing are equivalent: (i) (Cb(X,E),/3) is countably quasibarrelled; (ii) (Cb(X,E),/3) is countably

barrelled; (in) every countable union of closed sets in X is closed; (iv) every countable union of

compact sets in X is relatively compact.

REMARK 5. Thus if X is a metrizable locally compact space and E is a Banach space,then

(Cb(X.E).f3) is countably quasibarrelled and also countably barrelled.

The following example, taken from Collins' paper [3], which we will use to show that a countably

quasibarrelled space need not be countably barrelled, was communicated to us by Ian Tweddle'.

The ordinary l°°(S) (S=positive integers) is just the bounded (continuous) functions on the

discrete space N of natural numbers. According to Collins, its dual under the strict topology

is I1. The closed unit ball of I1 is separable and bounded for the pairing of l°° and I1 and so if

Z°° is countably barrelled under the strict topology, the closed unit ball of I1 is equicontinuous

and so, being closed, it is weakly compact for the weak topology denned by l°°, which is false,

since I1 is not reflexive under the weak topology. So l°° is not countably barrelled. But it is

countably quasibarrelled by Corollary 3.10.

4. Quasibarrelledness of weighted spaces

In view of the fact that a separable or metrizable countably quasibarrelled space is quasibar-

relled, the quasibarrelledness of CV(X, E) and CV0(X, E) follow respectively from Propositions

3.4 and 3.5. Thus we have the following.

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let V be a Nachbin family on X such that supt>ra G B0{X) for each
n

(vn) G V. If CV(X,E) is metrizable or separable, then CV(X.E) is quasibarrelled if and only

ifV~V*.

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let V be a Nachbin family on X such that supun e B0(X) for each
n

(vn) € V. Assume that either V < B0(X) or X is locally compact. If CVO(X,E) is separable or
metrizable, then CVO(X,E) is quasibarrelled if and only if V ~ V*.

Conditions under which weighted spaces are metrizable or separable are well known. For

example, see [10] & [11].

Specifically, we have the following result.



COROLLARY 4.3. Let X be separably submetrizable. then the following are equivalent:

(i) (Cb(X,E),(3) is countably quasibarrelled; (ii) every countable union of closed sets in X is

closed; (in) (Cb(X,E),P) is quasibarrelled.

Proof: The proof is easy in view of Corollary 3.10 and the fact that if X is separably submetriz-

able, then (Cb(X,E),/3) is separable [11].

For the definition of separably submetrizable, see [11] or [12].

REMARK 6. There are other conditions for which a weighted countably quasibarrelled space

is quasibarrelled. For example if the separability or metrizability condition on CV(X.E) and

CVO(X, E) in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 is replaced with the condition that the weighted spaces

have a bounded absorbing sequence of metrizable subsets(see [5,pl37,Cor.9]). Of particular

importance of this result is its application to the study of countably quasibarrelled inductive

limits of weighted spaces which leads to results of special interest.

Let V = (vn,n = 1,2,...) be a decreasing sequence of strictly positive continuous weights on X.

Vn is a system of weights (avn,a > 0) for each n and we write C(vn)(X, E) resp. C{vn)0(X,E)

instead of C(Vn)(X, E) and C(Vn)0(X, E). Denote the weighted inductive limit as

VC(X,E) = ind(C(vn){X,E),n = 1,2 )

and

V0C(X,E) = ind(C(vn)0(X,E),n = 1,2 )

Define the following system of weights associated to V as

V=(v : X —> R : v is a weight on X such that -^ is bounded from above on X for each n).

The weights of the form v(t) — inf(a(n)vn(t) : n — 1,2,...) constitute a directed fundamental

family of members of V. If X is locally compact V0C{X, E) is a dense topological subspace

of CVO(X,E) and if E is complete, CV0(X,E) is the completion of V0C{X,E). Similarly

CV(X, £0=VC(X,E) algebraically. Those are well known. For example see [2].

We want to show the conditions under which V ~ V. It is sufficient to show when V" < V.

Let vp = inf aPnvn € V and assume supvp e B0(X).
neN N

sup «„ = sup inf oPnvn = inf sup
/V xneN MEN p€N

Set supa£ = An. Since supup G B0(X), Xn is finite and hence
N PeN

= inf \nvn G V.

If for every v G V, there is a continuous weight v G V such that v < v, then it is clear that

V* < V. Since CV(X, E) and CV0(X, E) each have a bounded absorbing sequence of metrizable

subsets C(vn)(X,E) and C(vn)0(X, E) respectively. In view of the Remark above.Propositions

4.1 and 4.2 respectively give the following.
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and V=(vn) a sequence of

continuous weights on X such that (vn) E B0(X). If for every v G V, there is a continuous

weight v £V such that v < v, then CV(X.E) is quasibarrelled.

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let X be a locally compact space and V=(vn) a sequence of continuous

weights on X such that (vn) G B0(X). If for every v <E V, there is a continuous weight v G V

such that v < v, then CV0(X,E) is quasibarrelled.

5. (DF)- weighted spaces

A countably quasibarrelled space with a fundamental sequence of bounded sets is a (DF)-

space. Thus all our results on countably quasibarrelled weighted spaces and quasibarrelled

weighted spaces are also true for (DF)-weighted spaces provided those spaces have a fundamen-

tal sequence of bounded sets. Thus for example,according to Corollary 3.10, if X is a completely

regular Hausdorff space, then (Cft(X, E),(3) is a (DF)-space if and only if every countable union

of closed sets in X is closed. If X = R, (Cb(X,E),/3) is then not a (DF)-space and thus a

(gDF)-(Cb(X,E),0) need not be a (DF)-space[6,p266,269]. Of special interest is Proposition

4.4. Since CV(X, E) has a fundamental sequence of bounded sets, then, under the assumptions

in the Proposition, CV(X, E) is also a (DF)-space. This, in the light of application, is exactly

[1,Theorem 1.8] and of course the main result in that paper with a more technical proof. Thus

the results which are true for quasibarrelled CV(X, E) are also true for countably quasibarrelled

or (DF)- CV{X,E).

6. Countable neighbourhood property(c.n.p)

A space E is said to satisfy the c.n.p.if, given any sequence (Un,n = 1,2,...) of zero neigh-

bourhoods in E, there is a(n) > 0 such that XJ=f)(a(n)Un : n = 1, 2,.. is a neighbourhood of zero

(see [2,Defn.8.3.4]). In view of Proposition 3.4 and 3.5, a close observation of the construction of

V* in Remark 1 gives respectively the following results which are generalizations of [2,Prop.8.3.5].

PROPOSITION 6.1. Let V be a Nachbin family on a completely regular Hausdorff space X such

thatswpvn 6 B0(X) for each (vn) € V, then a countably quasibarrelled CV(X,E) satisfies c.n.p.
n

PROPOSITION 6.2. Let V be a Nachbin family on X such that sup vn € B0{X) for each (vn) €
n

V. If either V < B0(X) or X is locally compact, then a countably quasibarrelled CV0(X,E)

satisfies c.n.p.
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